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17 April 2020
To All Parents of Pupils in Year 11
Dear Parents and Students,
Welcome to the world of on line learning and the virtual classroom.
Over the Easter holidays we have been working very hard to ensure that as a school we continue to
deliver the same high class education that we pride ourselves on and for students in year 11 this
means offering the following services;
1. All teaching will now be delivered via Microsoft Teams
For those unfamiliar with MSTeams this is a programme that allows us to teach live video and/or
presentation based lessons as well as combining the benefits that we have already seen of MS One
Note. Mr Beasley has been preparing an introductory video for all pupils and a link to this video will
be sent to all students early next week. At the start of each lesson pupils will be required to visit the
appropriate ‘Team’ where they will find their teacher on line ready to deliver the lesson via video or
to set independent work or, more likely, a combination of both.
2. Induction Day on Tuesday 21st April – 1st day of term
Mrs Tudor will be delivering a start of term assembly which will be followed by an opportunity for all
pupils to watch the introductory video mentioned above. At this point form tutors will be arranging
to meet small groups of 4 or 5 students at a time to ensure that they are in a position to fully utilise
MSTeams. We anticipate that some pupils will encounter some difficulties and all pupils will have
questions about the new way of working. Mr Beasley, Mr Wilkinson and our IT support team will all
be on hand to help solve as many of these issues as possible with the aim being that all students are
ready to go straight into learning on Wednesday morning.
3. Exam Results.
All staff will continue to work both independently and, where necessary, with students to ensure
that we have all the evidence necessary to corroborate the predicted grades that we submit to
Ofqual.
At present we are still waiting final confirmation as to what this will look like but we are scanning the
web sites on a daily basis to ensure that we give ourselves as much time as possible to adhere to the
guidelines before the cut-off date.
4. A level teaching
We are very aware that with everyone in lock down at present we could be teaching a significant
amount of A level content and thus get ourselves ahead of the game with A level studies. To this end
we have devised the following timetable for pupils in year 11.
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Please note that we will be moving to a one week timetable and no weird Wednesday! Following
feedback from pupils, staff and parents we have also allowed a 10 minute ‘screen break’ between
each lesson
We have invited staff to offer as much ‘live’ teaching as possible but have insisted that at least 1
lesson in 4 is live. Even when independent work has been set staff are still going to be on hand
during the lesson times to answer any questions pupils may have.

For pupils staying on to Luckley in the 6th form
We would fully expect you to engage wholeheartedly in this programme as it would be very difficult
to catch up with your peers if you fell behind with the work.
Please also expect to be asked to do some independent work in addition to the lesson time allocated
although this will be minimised as much as possible.
For pupils moving on to other 6th form establishments
If you are not planning to stay on at Luckley please can I encourage you to embrace this opportunity
too.
 If you are going elsewhere to study one of these subjects we strongly recommend that you to
join in with your peers and begin your course with us. (Of course we would be delighted if you
changed your mind about moving elsewhere and decided to remain at Luckley to continue your
studies )
 If you are planning to study a course that we do not offer you are more than welcome to join in
with any course that you would like to experience.
All you need to do to access this service is to email Mr Vallance with the name of the subject you
would like to join in with and he will make sure that you are added to the relevant MS Teams group.
5. Subject Clinics
These will run in a very similar way to our usual subject clinics. Members of the relevant
departments will be on line from 1.15 – 1.45 each lunchtime to help you with any problems that you
have encountered with your studies so far. For subjects not mentioned in the list then please email
your teacher directly for additional help.
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6. E3
Enrichment Three, is period 3 every day whilst we are remote learning. Give one of the activities
below a go and put ‘you’ first for the hour! We have at least 4 activities to choose from each day and
if you aren’t able to join in at 11.40 then you can still do the activity later in the day.

7. Music Clubs
In addition to the ‘everyone is welcome’ E3 music sessions Mrs Ellwood will also be offering two
remote music clubs
 Senior Choir-Monday 12.40-1.10
 Orchestra-Wednesday 12.40 – 1.10
As you are aware the situation is changing on a daily basis and we will continue to adapt as best we
can. If schools are allowed to re-open before the start of the summer holidays then we will certainly
open as soon as we are able to and will be in touch to see if we can offer further services to our year
11 students. This will certainly include efforts to re-introduce some of the planned leaver’s events.
In the meantime, I would very much welcome feedback both positive and negative but please do
experience a fortnight or so of this new venture before letting us know how we are getting on.
Yours sincerely

I Vallance
Mr I Vallance
Deputy Head (Academic)

